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Before moving to the ProEst platform, Silverado 

relied on the most basic of tool sets to get their 

bids out the door. “We used pen and paper and 

calculators,” said Joe Sims, one of Silverado’s three 

principal estimators and project managers. But as 

the size and value of potential projects increased—

many projects were in excess of $1M—the compa-

ny recognized the need for an automated estimating 

solution that could integrate with accounting and 

project management software. It was then that 

Sims took the lead in finding a system that could 

accommodate their increasingly complex require-

ments, choosing ProEst over other solutions as 

their new estimating platform in 2015. “ProEst looked 

like the most user-friendly choice,” he said, a clear 

advantage for Silverado employees with a spectrum 

of  technical  skills.

Headquartered in Cranbrook, British Columbia, Can-

ada, Silverado Industries is a general contractor that 

serves the commercial, industrial and institutional 

markets. Founded in 2006, the company has grown 

substantially, completing  projects across Western 

Canada, ranging from community gymnasiums and 

municipal facilities to Canadian Pacific Railway 

infrastructure. The company’s three-person estima- 

ting team prepares and submits an average of 

a dozen estimates every month and generates  approx-

imately  $50M  in  annual  revenue.

BACKGROUNDOVERVIEW
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Silverado Industries has completed projects 

across Western Canada, ranging from dis-

trict schools and municipal facilities to 

Canadian Pacific Railway and First Nations 

infrastructure.
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Focused primarily on commercial projects, Silverado takes the long view when it comes to attract-

ing and keeping clients. “That first job is everything , and from there, you can create a relationship 

so you’re invited back to bid on future projects, ” explained Sims. “You give them a good price 

and off you go. ”  That’s where ProEst , says Sims, has helped the Silverado team gain visibility 

into their numbers, the best way to win bids, initiate new client relationships and protect 

profit margins. It ’s an approach that has helped the company achieve “unbelievable growth” 

over the past few years, establishing Silverado as a multi-million-dollar corporation that continues 

to  forecast  double-digit  revenue  growth.

BUILDING LONG-TERM 
CLIENT RELATIONSHIPS

“ ProEst enabled us to take on the multi-million- 
   dollar construction projects we do now.” 
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Silverado took full advantage of early training sessions to familiarize new users with ProEst 

functionality, and while some on the Silverado team relied exclusively on feature-specific 

learning modules within the ProEst system, others—Sims included—were more comfortable 

with one-on-one instruction from ProEst trainers. “ I ’ve taken a total of eight courses and I ’m sched-

uled to do more training soon, ” he said. “The support network is totally there. ” After five class-

es, Sims and his estimating team “never went back” to manual methods, using ProEst exclusively 

to prepare and submit their bids. And as the ProEst program itself evolves, Silverado wants to 

make sure that they are using it to their full advantage. “Training is something I want to make an 

investment  in, ”  said  Sims.

COMMITTING TO ONGOING 
PROEST TRAINING

“ ProEst helps me keep track of how I got to my 
   numbers, and what my cost is all the time.” 
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Sims credits ProEst with a sizable increase in awarded projects, giving Silverado a new ability 

to consistently produce more take-offs in less time—all with a corresponding increase 

in accuracy. “ProEst helps us stay organized, ” he said, “and when estimators and ownership 

sit down for a review, we’re familiar with what we’re looking at . That helps us pick out mistakes 

as well as advantages. ” Basically, explained Sims, ProEst keeps them all “on the same page” and 

acts as a conduit between their three estimators and ownership. In the case of $10 million+ 

jobs that are detailed and complicated, Silverado has found that ProEst helps facilitate 

communication and agreement among the team as adjustments are being made on bid day, 

the key, say Sims, to a competitive estimate.

WINNING MORE BIDS THROUGH 
IMPROVED ACCURACY

Founded in 2008, Silverado Industries has experienced 

rapid growth, forecasting double-digit increases in an-

nual revenue over the next few years.
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ProEst provides advanced construction estimating capabilities for leading companies and 

public sector clients in the United States, Canada and Australia. Our cloud-based platform 

combines cost estimating , digital takeoffs and bid day analysis in a single powerful solution— 

a  proven  way  to  reduce  costs,  ensure  accuracy  and  streamline  pre-construction  workflow.

Visit www.proest .com to learn more.

ABOUT PROEST

ProEst has also allowed Silverado estimators to hand off bids-in-progress whenever 

the need arises, picking up where someone else lef t off without the need to start from 

the beginning. “ I can pick up old estimates and make changes, ” said Sims, “or I can pass the 

ball rather than carry it . ” That’s the kind of time-saving efficiency that Silverado values most , 

allowing estimators to produce more bids while  safeguarding their accuracy. Just as important , 

Silverado’s current methodology—in which estimators morph into project managers once the job 

is awarded—is well supported by the kind of end-to-end visibility ProEst offers. “We wear 

multiple hats here, ” said Sims, “all in the interest of getting projects through the door and 

making  money. ”

GAINING EFFICIENCY 
THROUGH COLLABORATION


